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Disclaimer 

This suite of documents comprises Transgrid’s application of the Regulatory Investment Test for 

Transmission (RIT-T) which has been prepared and made available solely for information purposes. It is 

made available on the understanding that Transgrid and/or its employees, agents and consultants are not 

engaged in rendering professional advice. Nothing in these documents is a recommendation in respect of 

any possible investment.  

The information in these documents reflect the forecasts, proposals and opinions adopted by Transgrid at 

the time of publication, other than where otherwise specifically stated. Those forecasts, proposals and 

opinions may change at any time without warning. Anyone considering information provided in these 

documents, at any date, should independently seek the latest forecasts, proposals and opinions.  

These documents include information obtained from the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) and 

other sources. That information has been adopted in good faith without further enquiry or verification. The 

information in these documents should be read in the context of the Electricity Statement of Opportunities, 

the Integrated System Plan published by AEMO and other relevant regulatory consultation documents. It 

does not purport to contain all of the information that AEMO, a prospective investor, Registered Participant 

or potential participant in the National Electricity Market (NEM), or any other person may require for making 

decisions. In preparing these documents it is not possible, nor is it intended, for Transgrid to have regard to 

the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of each person or organisation which reads 

or uses this document. In all cases, anyone proposing to rely on or use the information in this document 

should:  

• Independently verify and check the currency, accuracy, completeness, reliability and suitability of that 

information  

• Independently verify and check the currency, accuracy, completeness, reliability and suitability of 

reports relied on by Transgrid in preparing these documents  

• Obtain independent and specific advice from appropriate experts or other sources.  

Accordingly, Transgrid makes no representations or warranty as to the currency, accuracy, reliability, 

completeness or suitability for particular purposes of the information in this suite of documents.  

Persons reading or utilising this suite of RIT-T-related documents acknowledge and accept that Transgrid 

and/or its employees, agents and consultants have no liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental or 

consequential damage (including liability to any person by reason of negligence or negligent misstatement) 

for any damage resulting from, arising out of or in connection with, reliance upon statements, opinions, 

information or matter (expressed or implied) arising out of, contained in or derived from, or for any omissions 

from the information in this document, except insofar as liability under any New South Wales and 

Commonwealth statute cannot be excluded. 

Privacy notice 

Transgrid is bound by the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth). In making submissions in response to this consultation 

process, Transgrid will collect and hold your personal information such as your name, email address, 

employer and phone number for the purpose of receiving and following up on your submissions. 

Under the National Electricity Law, there are circumstances where Transgrid may be compelled to provide 

information to the Australian Energy Regulator (AER). Transgrid will advise you should this occur.  
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Transgrid’s Privacy Policy sets out the approach to managing your personal information. In particular, it 

explains how you may seek to access or correct the personal information held about you, how to make a 

complaint about a breach of our obligations under the Privacy Act, and how Transgrid will deal with 

complaints. You can access the Privacy Policy here (https://www.Transgrid.com.au/Pages/Privacy.aspx). 
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Executive summary  

Circuit breakers are essential for the control and protection of the high voltage network. We have identified 

122 circuit breakers on our network that will have reached or be approaching the end of their technical life 

by 2027/28. The probability of failure for these assets is high and is expected to increase as the assets 

age. If left unaddressed, this will result in greater unserved energy for consumers, greater safety and 

environment risk, and greater financial costs associated with emergency repair and replacements. 

The purpose of this PSCR is to examine and consult on options to address the deteriorating condition of 

the identified circuit breakers to ensure the safe and secure operation of our network. We consider it 

prudent and cost effective to manage this risk through an asset replacement program during the 2023/24 

and 2027/28 regulatory period.  

Identified need: Ensure the safe and reliable operation of our transmission network by 

managing the risk of circuit breaker failure 

The identified need for this project is to ensure the safe and reliable operation of our transmission network 

by addressing the risk of failure of certain circuit breakers that are approaching the end of their technical 

life. 

The end-of-life assets have been identified through the application of our Network Asset Health Framework 

to the circuit breaker population to determine each assets effective age and identify assets with increased 

risk of failure. The evaluated health index inputs for circuit breakers considers aging factors including 

natural age, operation count and high wear switching applications; as well as performance factors including 

defects rate and cost, condition monitoring results and sub population type issues. 

The failure of a circuit breaker to operate during a network fault will result in an uncleared fault that must be 

cleared with a larger outage (via a circuit breaker failure back up protection operation), leading to greater 

unserved energy. The impact of each circuit breaker failure on lost load varies according to where it is 

located in the network. Asset failure may also increase the risk of safety and environment issues 

associated with catastrophic asset failure, and the potential costs of emergency repair and replacements. 

We have identified 122 circuit breakers that will have reached or be approaching the end of their technical 

life by 2027/28. These are all live head circuit breakers (LHCBs) and therefore have separate current 

transformers installed within the switch bay.  

The associated current transformers for 55 of the 122 identified circuit breakers are also approaching the 

end of their technical life. It is therefore feasible to replace the two units with a single Dead Tank Circuit 

Breaker (DTCB) which incorporates both the circuit breaker and current transformers. 

Installing a DTCB removes the need for a separate current transformer and therefore provides additional 

benefits through avoiding the risk of in-service current transformer failure which can result in interruptions 

to customer load, safety and environmental consequences and emergency repair and replacement costs.  

We have classified this RIT-T as a ‘market benefits’ driven RIT-T as the economic assessment is not being 

progressed specifically to meet a mandated reliability standard but by the net benefits that are expected to 

be generated for end-customers. Given the quantity of circuit breakers that have been identified for 

replacement, we consider it prudent and cost effective to manage this risk through a single asset 
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replacement program. This replacement will help limit the amount of in-service failures that occur (along 

with the associated interruptions to customer load, and safety and environmental consequences). 

Credible options considered 

We consider that there are two credible network options that can meet the identified need. 

• For 55 of the 122 identified circuit breakers, the associated current transformers will have reached or 

be approaching the end of their technical life by 2027/28. For these circuit breakers, we consider that 

there are two technically and commercially feasible options, which are to replace the existing LHCB 

with a new LHCB, or to replace the existing LHCB and associated current transformer with a DTCB.1  

• For 67 of the 122 identified circuit breakers, either replacement with a DTCB is not technically feasible, 

there are no associated current transformers, or the current transformers have substantial remaining 

life. For these circuit breakers, we consider that replacing the existing LHCB with a new LHCB is the 

only technically and commercially feasible option. 

On this basis, we consider that there are two credible network options that can meet the identified need. 

These options are summarised in Table E-1.  

Table E-1: Summary of the credible options 

Category Number of 
existing 

CBs in this 
category 

Option 1  Option 2 

LHCBs that are reaching the end of their technical 
life, and for which (i) the associated current 
transformers are also reaching end of life, and (ii) 
replacement with a DTCB is technically feasible 

55 Replace the 
existing LHCB 

with a new LHCB 

Replace the 
existing LHCB 
and CT with a 

DTCB 

LHCBs that are reaching the end of their technical 
life, and for which, (i) a DTCB is not technically 
feasible, (ii) there are no associated current 
transformers, or (iii) the current transformers have 
a substantial remaining life 

67 Replace the 
existing LHCB 

with a new LHCB 

Replace the 
existing LHCB 

with a new LHCB 

Estimated capex ($2021-22)  32.27 41.50 

Expected commission date  2028 2028 

Non-network options are not expected to be able to assist in this RIT-T  

We do not consider non-network options to be commercially and technically feasible to assist with meeting 

the identified need for this RIT-T. Non-network options are not able to meet NER obligations to provide 

redundant secondary systems and ensure that the transmission system is adequately protected. 

 
1  Installing a DTCB removes the need for a separate current transformer and therefore provides additional benefits through 

avoiding the risk of in-service current transformer failure which can result in interruptions to customer load, safety and 
environmental consequences and emergency repair and replacement costs. 
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Draft Conclusion  

This PSCR finds that implementation of Option 2 is the preferred option at this draft stage of the RIT-T 

process. Under Option 2: 

• 55 of the 122 identified circuit breakers will be replaced with a DTCB. For these circuit breakers, the 

associated current transformers are approaching the end of their technical life. 

• 67 of the 122 identified circuit breakers will be replaced with a LHCB. For these circuit breakers, either 

replacement with a DTCB is not technically feasible, there is no associated current transformers, or the 

current transformers have substantial remaining life.  

The capital cost of this option is approximately $41.50 million (in $2021/22). The work will be undertaken 

over a five-year period with all works expected to be completed by 2027/28. Routine operating and 

maintenance costs are estimated at approximately $0.16 million per annum (in $2021/22).2 All works will be 

completed in accordance with the relevant standards and components shall be replaced to have minimal 

modification to the wider transmission network. Necessary outages of relevant assets in service will be 

planned appropriately to complete the works with minimal network impact.  

Exemption from preparing a Project Assessment Draft Report 

Subject to the identification of additional credible options during the consultation period, publication of a 

Project Assessment Draft Report (PADR) is not required for this RIT-T as we consider that the conditions in 

clause 5.16.4(z1) of the NER exempting RIT-T proponents from providing a PADR have been met. 

Specifically, production of a PADR is not required because:  

• the estimated capital cost of the preferred option is less than $46 million;3 

• we have identified in this PSCR our preferred option and the reasons for that option, and noted that we 

will be exempt from publishing the PADR for our preferred option; and 

• we consider that the preferred option and any other credible options do not have a material market 

benefit (other than benefits associated with changes in voluntary load curtailment and involuntary load 

shedding). 

If an additional credible option that could deliver a material market benefit is identified during the 

consultation period, then we will produce a PADR that includes an assessment of the net economic benefit 

of each additional credible option.  

If no additional credible options with material market benefits are identified during the consultation period, 

then the next step in this RIT-T will be the publication of a Project Assessment Conclusions Report (PACR) 

that addresses all submissions received, including any issues in relation to the proposed preferred option 

raised during the consultation period.4 

 

 
2  Average operating costs over the period 2028/29 to 2049/50. 
3  Varied from $43m to $46m based on the AER Final Determination: Cost threshold review, November 2021. 
4  In accordance with NER clause 5.16.4(z2). 

https://www.aer.gov.au/networks-pipelines/guidelines-schemes-models-reviews/cost-thresholds-review-for-the-regulatory-investment-tests-2021
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Submissions and next steps  

We welcome written submissions on materials contained in this PSCR.  

Submissions are due on 15 August 20235and should be emailed to our Regulation team via 

regulatory.consultation@Transgrid.com.au.6 In the subject field, please reference ‘Circuit breaker renewal 

program PSCR.’ At the conclusion of the consultation process, all submissions received will be published 

on our website. If you do not wish for your submission to be made public, please clearly specify this at the 

time of lodgement. 

Should we consider that no additional credible options were identified during the consultation period, we 

intend to produce a PACR that addresses all submissions received including any issues in relation to the 

proposed preferred option raised during the consultation period. Subject to additional credible options being 

identified, we anticipate publication of a PACR by September 2023. 

 

 

  

 
5   Consultation period is for 12 w eeks, additional days have been added to cover public holidays 
6  Transgrid is bound by the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth). In making submissions in response to this consultation process, 

Transgrid will collect and hold your personal information such as your name, email address, employer and phone number 
for the purpose of receiving and following up on your submissions. If you do not wish for your submission to be made 
public, please clearly specify this at the time of lodgement. See Privacy Notice within the Disclaimer for more details. 

mailto:regulatory.consultation@transgrid.com.au
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1. Introduction  

We are applying the Regulatory Investment Test for Transmission (RIT-T) to options for ensuring the safe 

and reliable operation of our transmission network by addressing the risk of failure of certain circuit 

breakers that will have reached or be approaching the end of their technical life. Publication of this Project 

Specification Consultation Report (PSCR) is the first step in the RIT-T process. 

Circuit breakers are essential for the control and protection of the high voltage network. We have identified 

122 circuit breakers on our network that will have reached or be approaching the end of their technical life 

by 2027/28. The probability of failure for these assets is high and is expected to increase as the assets 

age. If left unaddressed, this will result in greater unserved energy for consumers, greater safety and 

environment risk, and greater financial costs associated with emergency repair and replacements. 

The purpose of this PSCR is to examine and consult on options to address the deterioration in condition of 

the identified circuit breakers to ensure the safe and secure operation of our network. Given the high 

population of circuit breakers that fall within this category, we consider it prudent and cost effective to 

manage this risk through a single asset replacement program. 

1.1 Purpose of this report 

The purpose of this PSCR7 is to: 

• set out the reasons why we propose that action be taken (the ‘identified need’) 

• present the options that we currently considers to address the identified need 

• outline the technical characteristics that non-network options would need to provide 

• summarise how we have assessed the options for addressing the identified need 

• present the cost benefit assessment of all options for meeting the identified need 

• identify the preferred option under the RIT-T assessment, and 

• allow interested parties to make submissions and provide input to the RIT-T assessment. 

1.2 Exemption from producing a Project Assessment Draft Report 

Subject to the identification of additional credible options during the consultation period, publication of a 

Project Assessment Draft Report (PADR) is not required for this RIT-T as we consider that the conditions in 

clause 5.16.4(z1) of the NER exempting RIT-T proponents from providing a PADR have been met. 

Specifically, production of a PADR is not required because:  

• the estimated capital cost of the preferred option is less than $46 million;8 

• we have identified in this PSCR our preferred option and the reasons for that option, and noted that we 

will be exempt from publishing the PADR for our preferred option; and 

• we consider that the preferred option and any other credible options do not have a material market 

benefit (other than benefits associated with changes in voluntary load curtailment and involuntary load 

shedding). 

 
7   See Appendix A for the National Electricity Rules requirements. 
8  Varied from $43m to $46m based on the AER Final Determination: Cost threshold review, November 2021. 

https://www.aer.gov.au/networks-pipelines/guidelines-schemes-models-reviews/cost-thresholds-review-for-the-regulatory-investment-tests-2021
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If an additional credible option that could deliver a material market benefit is identified during the 

consultation period, then we will produce a PADR that includes an NPV assessment of the net economic 

benefit of each additional credible option.  

If no additional credible options with material market benefits are identified during the consultation period, 

then the next step in this RIT-T will be the publication of a PACR that addresses all submissions received, 

including any issues in relation to the proposed preferred option raised during the consultation period.9 

1.3 Submissions and next steps  

We welcome written submissions on materials contained in this PSCR.  

Submissions are due on 15 August 202310 and should be emailed to our Regulation team via 

regulatory.consultation@transgrid.com.au.11 In the subject field, please reference ‘Circuit breaker renewal 

program PSCR.’ At the conclusion of the consultation process, all submissions received will be published 

on our website. If you do not wish for your submission to be made public, please clearly specify this at the 

time of lodgement. 

Should we consider that no additional credible options were identified during the consultation period, we 

intend to produce a PACR that addresses all submissions received including any issues in relation to the 

proposed preferred option raised during the consultation period. Subject to additional credible options being 

identified, we anticipate publication of a PACR by September 2023. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
9  In accordance with NER clause 5.16.4(z2). 
10  Consultation period is for 12 w eeks, additional days have been added to cover public holidays 
11  Transgrid is bound by the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth). In making submissions in response to this consultation process, 

Transgrid will collect and hold your personal information such as your name, email address, employer and phone number 
for the purpose of receiving and following up on your submissions. If you do not wish for your submission to be made 
public, please clearly specify this at the time of lodgement. See Privacy Notice within the Disclaimer for more details. 

mailto:regulatory.consultation@transgrid.com.au
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Figure 1-1 This PSCR is the first stage of the RIT-T process 
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2. The identified need 

2.1 Background to the identified need 

Circuit breakers are essential for the control and protection of the high voltage network. Circuit breakers are 

electrical switches that operate automatically to interrupt the abnormal flow of electricity during network 

faults. Their operation ensures network stability, protects people from injury and minimises damage of 

electrical equipment under fault conditions. Circuit breakers are also used to energise and de-energise 

transmission lines and other electrical assets to enable maintenance and capital works. 

Circuit breakers can be categorised by their external design into live head circuit breakers (LHCBs) and 

dead tank circuit breakers (DTCBs). In a LHCB, the vessel containing the interrupter (isolating switch) is at 

a potential above the ground. When a LHCB is used, separate current transformers must be installed. 

Current transformers reduce transmission system currents (1000-10,000A) to a range (1-10A) that is 

suitable by secondary systems equipment. In a DTCB, the vessel containing the interrupter is at ground 

potential. External bushings are used for incoming and outgoing high voltage connections which then 

permit the installation of current transformers on them. 

We have a range of LHCB and DTCBs operating from 11kV up to 500kV, with various ages and 

technologies. The circuit breakers are located throughout the network with a wide range of duty cycles, 

environmental exposure and loading.  

2.2 Description of the identified need  

The identified need for this project is to ensure the safe and reliable operation of our transmission network 

by addressing the risk of failure of certain circuit breakers that are approaching the end of their technical 

life. 

We have identified 122 circuit breakers on our network that will have reached or be approaching the end of 

their technical life by 2027/28. All of these circuit breakers are LHCBs and therefore have current 

transformers that are installed separate to the circuit breaker in the switch bay. For 55 of the 122 identified 

circuit breakers, the associated current transformers will also have reached or be approaching the end of 

their technical life by 2027/28. A list of the end-of-life circuit breakers is provided in Appendix C. 

The end-of-life assets have been identified through the application of our Network Asset Health Framework 

to the circuit breaker population to determine each assets effective age and identify assets with increased 

risk of failure. The evaluated health index inputs for circuit breakers considers aging factors including 

natural age, operation count and high wear switching applications; as well as performance factors including 

defects rate and cost, condition monitoring results and sub population type issues.  

The failure of a circuit breaker to operate during a network fault will result in an uncleared fault that must be 

cleared with a larger outage (via a circuit breaker failure back up protection operation), leading to greater 

unserved energy. The impact of each circuit breaker failure on lost load varies according to where it is 

located in the network. Asset failure may also increase the risk of safety and environment issues 

associated with catastrophic asset failure, and the potential costs of emergency repair and replacements. 
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We have classified this RIT-T as a ‘market benefits’ driven RIT-T as the economic assessment is not being 

progressed specifically to meet a mandated reliability standard but by the net benefits that are expected to 

be generated for end-customers. Given the high population of circuit breakers that have been identified for 

replacement, we consider it prudent and cost effective to manage this risk through a single asset 

replacement program. This replacement will help limit the amount of in-service failures that occur (along 

with the associated interruptions to customer load, and safety and environmental consequences). 

2.3 Assumptions underpinning the identified need 

We adopt a risk cost framework to quantify and evaluate the risks and consequences of increased failure 

rates. Appendix B provides an overview of our Risk Assessment Methodology.  

We note that the risk cost estimating methodology aligns with that used in our recently submitted Revised 

Revenue Proposal for the 2023-28 period. It reflects feedback from the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) 

on the methodology initially proposed in our initial Revenue Proposal.  

Figure 2-1 summarises the increasing risk costs over the assessment period under the base case and our 

central scenario of asset failure risk.  

Figure 2-1 Estimated risk costs under the base case (central scenario) 

 

This section describes the assumptions underpinning our assessment of the risk costs, i.e., the value of the 

risk avoided by undertaking each of the credible options. The aggregate risk cost under the base case is 

currently estimated at around $16 million in 2022/23, and it is expected to increase going forward if action 

is not taken (reaching approximately $27 million by 2030 and $55 million by the end of the 20-year 

assessment period). 
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2.3.1 Assessment of asset health 

A circuit breakers health index score is dependent on age and performance factors.  

Age factors 

• Natural age: A circuit breakers natural age is calculated from its first installed date. Circuit breakers 

typically have an asset life of 40 years.  

• Operation count: Circuit breaker operating statistics for the past 3 years are obtained from SCADA to 

calculate the average number of operations (usage rate) per year. This is used to forecast the number 

of operations for each circuit breaker in future years. The threshold value in terms of total number of 

operations is set to 7,000 operations. This figure represents the operations-based life expectancy of a 

circuit breaker and is based on various factors including operation count limits specified by the 

manufacturer, mechanical endurance testing, variability in production line quality, and our own 

experience in asset performance. 

• Reactive switching: The type of switching duties are categorised into reactive and non-reactive 

switching. Circuit breakers performing reactive switching have increased contact wear rates and 

reduced switching service life. The reactive switching factor is also scaled by the operating duty and so 

will affect the effective age score progressively with operation numbers. This approach to shortened 

operating life expectancy for reactive switching is consistent with manufacturer recommendations. 

Performance factors   

• Defect Count: Defect counts provides an indication of historical issues. The total number of recorded 

defect instances are identified against each asset from defect work orders. Assets with high statistical 

defect count are considered to have an increased risk of presenting future defects with increased risk of 

a defect resulting in a life ending scenario. 

• Defect Cost: Defect cost provides an indication of past issue severity. The sum of all recorded actual 

defect costs is identified against each asset from defect work orders. Assets with high statistical defect 

cost are considered to have an increased risk of presenting high cost and severe future defects with 

increased risk of a defect resulting in a life ending scenario.  

• Condition Monitoring Results: Condition monitoring results provide an indication of asset condition. 

Historical condition monitoring result data is obtained through maintenance activities and diagnostic 

testing. Test parameters include open and close timing, contact resistance and insulation quality with 

only the latest test result for each parameter evaluated. Assets with high statistical condition monitoring 

result exceptions are considered have an increased risk of presenting operationally urgent defects with 

increased risk of resulting in a life ending scenario. 

• Type Issues: Type issues are identified with historical circuit breaker designs and technologies where 

there is an inherent vulnerability in the design, frequent and severe failures are observed, manufacturer 

has withdrawn technical and parts support. A type issue is identified where factors credibly impact on 

the expected service life of circuit breaker sub population which increases the risk of a defect resulting 

in a life ending failure. 
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2.3.2 Reliability risk 

We have considered the risk of unserved energy for customers following a failure of the circuit breakers 

identified in this PSCR. The likelihood of a consequence considers the likelihood of contingent 

planned/unplanned outages, the anticipated load restoration time (based on the expected time to undertake 

repair), and the load at risk (based on forecast demand). The monetary value is based on an assessment 

of the value of lost load, which measures the economic impact to affected customers of a disruption to their 

electricity supply. 

Reliability risk makes up 91.5 per cent of the total estimated risk cost in present value terms. 

2.3.3 Safety risk 

This refers to the safety consequence to staff, contractors and/or members of the public of an asset failure. 

The likelihood of a consequence considers the frequency of workers on-site, duration of maintenance and 

capital work on-site, and the probability and area of effect of an explosive asset failure. The monetary value 

considers the cost associated with fatality or injury compensation, loss of productivity, litigation fees, fines 

and any other related costs. 

Safety risk makes up 6.9 per cent of the total estimated risk cost in present value terms. 

2.3.4 Environmental risk 

This refers to the environmental consequence (including bushfire risk) to the surrounding community, 

ecology, flora and fauna of an asset failure. The likelihood of a consequence considers the location of the 

site and sensitivity of surrounding areas, the volume and type of contaminant, the effectiveness of control 

mechanisms, and the likelihood and impact of bushfire. The monetary value considers the cost associated 

with damage to the environment including compensation, clean-up costs, litigation fees, fines and any other 

related costs. 

Environmental risk makes up 0.5 per cent of the total estimated risk cost in present value terms. 

2.3.5 Financial risk 

This refers to the financial consequence of an asset failure. The likelihood of a consequence considers any 

compliance and regulatory factors which are not covered by the other categories. The monetary value 

takes into account the associated cost with disruption to business operations, third party liabilities, and the 

cost of replacement or repair of the asset, including any temporary measures. 

Financial risk makes up 1.1 per cent of the total estimated risk cost in present value terms. 
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3. Options that meet the identified need 

This section describes the option(s) that we have explored to address the identified need, including the 

scope of each option and the associated costs. 

As indicated above, we have identified 122 circuit breakers on our network that will have reached or be 

approaching the end of their technical life by 2027/28 (see Appendix C).  

• For 55 of the 122 identified circuit breakers, the associated current transformers will also reach the end 

of their technical life by 2027/28. For these circuit breakers, we consider that there are two technically 

and commercially feasible options, which are to replace the existing LHCB with a new LHCB, or to 

replace the existing LHCB and associated current transformer with a DTCB.   

• For 67 of the 122 identified circuit breakers, either replacement with a DTCB is not technically feasible, 

there are no associated current transformers, or the current transformers have substantial remaining 

life. For these circuit breakers, we consider that replacing the existing LHCB with a new LHCB is the 

only technically and commercially feasible option. 

On this basis, we consider that there are two credible network options that can meet the identified need. 

These options are summarised in Table 3-1. We do not consider non-network options to be commercially 

and technically feasible to assist with meeting the identified need for this RIT-T. 

Table 3-1: Summary of the credible options 

Category Number of 
existing 

CBs in this 
category 

Option 1  Option 2 

LHCBs that are approaching the end of their 
technical life, and for which (i) the associated 
current transformers are also approaching end of 
life, and (ii) replacement with a DTCB is 
technically feasible 

55 Replace the 
existing LHCB 

with a new LHCB 

Replace the 
existing LHCB 
and CT with a 

DTCB 

LHCBs that are approaching the end of their 
technical life, and for which, (i) a DTCB is not 
technically feasible, (ii) there is no associated 
current transformers, or (iii) the current 
transformers have a substantial remaining life 

67 Replace the 
existing LHCB 

with a new LHCB 

Replace the 
existing LHCB 

with a new LHCB 

Estimated capex ($2021-22m)  32.27 41.50 

Expected commission date  2028 2028 

3.1 Base case 

Consistent with the RIT-T requirements, the assessment undertaken in this PSCR compares the costs and 

benefits of each credible option to a ‘do nothing’ base case. The base case is the (hypothetical) projected 

case if no action is taken, i.e:12 

 
12  AER, Regulatory Investment Test for Transmission Application Guidelines, August 2020, p. 21. 
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“The base case is where the RIT-T proponent does not implement a credible option to meet the 

identified need, but rather continues its 'BAU activities'. 'BAU activities' are ongoing, economically 

prudent activities that occur in absence of a credible option being implemented”  

Under the base case, no investment is undertaken to replace existing LHCBs that are reaching end of life. 

These assets will continue to be maintained under the current regime and will operate until they fail. The 

annual routine operating and maintenance cost is forecast to rise from $0.44m in 2022-23 to $0.73m in 

2041-42. 

The degraded condition of the 122 circuit breakers that have been identified for replacement under this 

program will lead to an increase in unplanned outages as the assets continue to deteriorate and age. Their 

failure will also impact primary assets, such as lines and transformers, as they will be out of service for 

longer periods. This is expected to result in unserved energy of approximately 309MWh in 2022-23 and 

639MWh in 2032-33. It will also lead to higher safety, environmental, and financial risk costs, that are 

caused by the failure of circuit breakers to operate when required.  

The aggregate risk cost under the base case is currently estimated at around $16 million in 2022/23, and it 

is expected to increase going forward if action is not taken (reaching approximately $27 million by 2030 and 

$55 million by the end of the 20-year assessment period). 

While this is not a situation we plan to encounter, and this RIT-T has been initiated specifically to avoid it, 

the assessment is required to use this base case as a common point of reference when estimating the net 

benefits of each credible option.  

3.2 Option 1 – Replace with new LHCBs 

Under Option 1, all 122 circuit breakers identified in this RIT-T that will reach the end of their technical life 

by 2027/28, will be replaced with new LHCBs. This option is based on a like-for-like approach, whereby the 

existing LHCBs are replaced by modern equivalent assets. Any associated current transformers will 

continue to be maintained and operated under the current regime as with the base case.  

The work will be undertaken over a five-year period with all works expected to be completed by 2027/28. 

The capital cost of this option is approximately $32.27 million (in $2021-22). The table below provides a 

breakdown of the estimated capital cost. In addition, routine operating and maintenance costs are 

estimated at approximately $0.16 million per annum (in $2021-22).13 We expect that the LHCBs and 

current transformers will have an asset life of 40 years. 

Table 3-2 Option 1 Capital Cost ($2021-22 m) 

Capital cost 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 2026-27 2027-28 Total 

Option 1 6.455 6.455 6.455 6.455 6.455 32.275 

All works will be completed in accordance with the relevant standards and components shall be replaced to 

have minimal modification to the wider transmission network. Necessary outages of relevant assets in 

service will be planned appropriately to complete the works with minimal network impact .  

Following the implementation of Option 1, the costs associated with reliability, safety, environmental and 

financial risks are significantly reduced. A reduction in the rate of failure of the relevant circuit breakers will 

 
13  Average operating costs over the period 2028/29 to 2049/50. 
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reduce expected unserved energy and the costs of emergency repair and replacements. A reduction in the 

risk of explosive failure will reduce the risk of injury to nearby people and infrastructure. 

Transgrid has estimated that total risk costs under Option 1 will be approximately $4.89m in 2028/29, after 

all identified circuit breakers have been replaced (in $2021-22). 

3.3 Option 2 – Replace with DTCB if technically and commercially viable 

Under Option 2, 55 of the 122 identified circuit breakers will be replaced with a DTCB. For these circuit 

breakers, the associated current transformers are approaching the end of their technical life. The remaining 

67 of the 122 identified circuit breakers will be replaced with a LHCB. For these circuit breakers, either 

replacement with a DTCB is not technically feasible, there is no associated current transformers, or the 

current transformers have substantial remaining life. 

The work will be undertaken over a five-year period with all works expected to be completed by 2027/28. 

The capital cost of this option is approximately $41.50 million (in $2021-22). The table below provides a 

breakdown of the estimated capital cost. Routine operating and maintenance costs are estimated at 

approximately $0.16 million per annum (in $2021-22).14 We expect that the DTCBs and LHCBs will have an 

asset life of 40 years. 

Table 3-3 Option 2 Capital Cost ($2021-22 m) 

Capital cost 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 2026-27 2027-28 Total 

Option 2 8.300 8.300 8.300 8.300 8.300 41.500 

All works will be completed in accordance with the relevant standards and components shall be replaced to 

have minimal modification to the wider transmission network. Necessary outages of relevant assets in 

service will be planned appropriately to complete the works with minimal network impact.  

Following the implementation of Option 2, the costs associated with reliability, safety, environmental and 

financial risks are significantly reduced. A reduction in the rate of failure of the relevant circuit breakers and 

removal of failure risk for relevant associated current transformers will reduce expected unserved energy 

and the costs of emergency repair and replacements. A reduction in the risk of explosive failure will reduce 

the risk of injury to nearby people and infrastructure. 

Transgrid has estimated that total risk costs under Option 2 will be approximately $0.00m in 2028/29, after 

all identified circuit breakers have been replaced (in $2021-22). The difference with Option 2 is primarily 

due to the lower combined asset failure risk of DTCBs compared to separate LHCBs and CTs. 

3.4 Options considered but not progressed 

We have also considered whether other options could meet the identified need. Reasons these options 

were not progressed are summarised in Table 3-4. 

 
14  Average operating costs over the period 2028/29 to 2049/50. 
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Table 3-4: Options considered but not progressed 

Option  Reason(s) for not progressing 

Proactive 
replacement of 
CTs in Option 1 

The scope of work is similar to Option 1, except that the 55 current transformers that 

are approaching the end of their technical life are replaced on a proactive basis. We do 

not consider this option to be commercially feasible as we expect that proactively 

replacing the 55 CTs life-for-like will offer lower net benefits (i.e. high cost and lower 

benefit) than Option 2, given that these CTs are already approaching or at end of life, 

and installation of a DTCB removes separate CTs from the network, hence eliminating 

associated asset failure risks and efficient implementation of DTCB can only be 

achieved at the same time as replacing the CB. 

Refurbishment 
and overhaul 

This scope of work involves refurbishing all deteriorating components of a circuit 
breaker that is typically greater than 30 years old. We do not consider this to be a 
technically or commercially feasible option because: 

• The cost of such refurbishment is substantial, while the potential life extension from 
the overhaul is expected to be no more than 10 years. 

• The overhaul is expected to result in higher defect and failure rates than the options 
considered due to the retention of outdated and suboptimal component design. 

• Parts and technician support is expected to be limited or unavailable, greatly 

extending the time needed to address the identified need. 

Increased 
maintenance or 
inspections 

The condition issues have already been identified and cannot be rectified through 
increased maintenance or inspections. This option has not been progressed as it is not 
technically capable of addressing the identified need. 

Elimination of all 
associated risk 

This can only be achieved by retiring the assets, which is not technically feasible due to 
the requirement to maintain the existing network reliability. 

3.5 No material inter-network impact is expected 

We have considered whether the credible options listed above is expected to have material inter-regional 

impact15.  A ‘material inter-network impact’ is defined in the NER as: 

“A material impact on another Transmission Network Service Provider’s network, which impact may 

include (without limitation): (a) the imposition of power transfer constraints within another 

Transmission Network Service Provider’s network; or (b) an adverse impact on the quality of supply 

in another Transmission Network Service Provider’s network.” 

By reference to AEMO’s screening test for an inter-network impact,16 a material inter-regional impact may 

arise if a credible option: 

• is expected to change power transfer capability between transmission networks or in another TNSP’s 

network by more than the minimum of 3 per cent of the maximum transfer capability and 50 MW  

 
15  As per clause 5.16.4(b)(6)(ii) of the NER. 
16  Inter-Regional Planning Committee. “Final Determination: Criteria for Assessing Material Inter-Network Impact of 

Transmission Augmentations.” Melbourne: Australian Energy Market Operator, 2004. Appendix 2 and 3. Accessed 23 
June 2021. https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/electricity/nem/network_connections/transmission-and-distribution/170-
0035-pdf.pdf 

https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/electricity/nem/network_connections/transmission-and-distribution/170-0035-pdf.pdf
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/electricity/nem/network_connections/transmission-and-distribution/170-0035-pdf.pdf
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• is expected to result in an increase in fault level by more than 10 MVA at any substation in another 

TNSP’s network; or 

• involves either a series capacitor or modification in the vicinity of an existing series capacitor. 

As none of these criteria are satisfied for this RIT-T, we consider that there are no material inter-network 

impacts associated with any of the credible options considered.  
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4. Technical characteristics for non-network options 

We do not consider non-network options to be commercial or technically feasible to assist with meeting the 

identified need for this RIT-T. The objective of this identified need is to avoid the increasing risks of failure 

of ageing circuit breakers.  

For non-network options to assist, they would need to provide greater net economic benefits than the 

network options. That is, non-network options would need to reduce the reliability, safety and financial risk 

related costs (which in practice are not expected to be affected by non-network solutions due to the nature 

of circuit breakers). 

We do not expect that non-network options are able to meet the identified need, irrespective of their type, 

size, operating profile and location. Any non-network solution for this need is expected to only add to the 

costs of this option without providing any net benefits. 
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5. Materiality of market benefits 

This section outlines the categories of market benefits prescribed in the National Electricity Rules (NER) and 

whether they are considered material for this RIT-T.17 

Many of the expected benefits associated with the credible options are captured in the expected costs 

avoided by the options (i.e., the avoided expected costs compared to the base case). These include 

avoided costs associated with routine maintenance and avoided risk costs. Of these avoided costs, only 

unserved energy through involuntary load shedding is considered a market benefit category under the 

NER, as discussed further below. 

5.1 Avoided unserved energy is material  

We consider that changes in involuntary load shedding are expected to be material for the credible options 

outlined in this RIT-T assessment. In the base case, involuntary load shedding would be expected to occur 

following a failure of circuit breakers on our network. The probability of asset failure is expected to increase 

over time as the condition of the assets continue to deteriorate.  

We have estimated expected load shedding under the base case and each option. These forecasts are 

based on probabilistic planning studies of failure rates and repair times. The avoided unserved energy for 

each credible option is calculated as the difference between the expected load shedding under the base 

case and the expected load shedding under each option.  

5.2 Wholesale electricity market benefits are not material 

The AER has recognised that if the credible options will not have an impact on the wholesale electricity 

market, then a number of classes of market benefits will not be material in the RIT-T assessment, and so 

do not need to be estimated. 

We determine that the credible options in this RIT-T will not affect network constraints between competing 

generating centres and are therefore not expected to result in any change in dispatch outcomes and 

wholesale market prices. We therefore consider that the following classes of market benefits are not 

material for this RIT-T assessment:  

• changes in fuel consumption arising through different patterns of generation dispatch  

• changes in voluntary load curtailment (since there is no impact on pool price)  

• changes in costs for parties other than Transgrid 

• changes in ancillary services costs  

• competition benefits  

 
17  The NER requires that all classes of market benefits identified in relation to the RIT-T are included in the RIT-T 

assessment, unless the TNSP can demonstrate that a specific class (or classes) is unlikely to be material in relation to the 
RIT-T assessment for a specific option – NER clause 5.16.1(c)(6).  See Appendix A for requirements applicable to this 
document. 
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5.3 No other classes of market benefits are material 

In addition to the classes of market benefits listed above, NER clause 5.16.1(c)(4) requires us to consider 

the following classes of market benefits, listed in Table 5-1, arising from each credible option. We consider 

that none of the classes of market benefits listed are material for this RIT-T assessment for the reasons in 

Table 5-1.  

Table 5-1: Reasons non-wholesale electricity market benefits categories are considered not material 

Market benefits Reason 

Differences in the timing 
of unrelated network 
expenditure 

The credible options considered are unlikely to affect decisions to undertake 
unrelated expenditure in the network. Consequently, material market benefits will 
neither be gained nor lost due to changes in the timing of expenditure from any of 
the options considered.  

Option value We note the AER’s view that option value is likely to arise where there is 
uncertainty regarding future outcomes, the information that is available is likely to 
change in the future, and the credible options considered by the TNSP are 
sufficiently flexible to respond to that change.    

We also note the AER’s view that appropriate identification of credible options and 
reasonable scenarios captures any option value, thereby meeting the NER 
requirement to consider option value as a class of market benefit under the RIT-T. 

We do not consider there to be any option value with the options considered in this 
RIT-T. Additionally, a significant modelling assessment would be required to 
estimate the option value benefits but it would be disproportionate to potential 
additional benefits for this RIT-T. Therefore, we have not estimated additional 
option value benefit. 

Changes in network 
losses 

We do not expect any material difference in transmission losses between options.  
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6. Overview of the assessment approach 

This section outlines the approach that we have applied in assessing the net benefits associated with each 

of the credible options against the base case. 

6.1 Assessment against the base case 

The costs and benefits of each option in this document are compared against a ‘do nothing’ base case. 

Under this base case, no investment is undertaken to replace existing circuit breakers which are run until 

they fail.  

The deteriorating condition of the 122 circuit breakers that have been identified for replacement under this 

RIT-T will lead to an increase in unplanned outages as the assets continue to deteriorate and age. Their 

failure will also impact primary assets, such as lines and transformers, as they will be out of service for 

longer periods.  It will also lead to higher safety, environmental and financial related risk costs that are 

caused by the failure of circuit breakers to operate when required. In addition, there would be higher routine 

operating and maintenance costs in the base case compared to the options developed. 

We note that this course of action is not expected in practice. However, this approach has been adopted 

since it is consistent with AER guidance on the base case for RIT-T applications.18  

6.2 Assessment period and discount rate 

The RIT-T analysis considers a 20-year assessment period from 2022-23 to 2041-42. A 20-year period 

reflects the timeframe for which demand forecasts are available. It also takes into account the size, 

complexity and expected lives of the options and provides a reasonable indication of the costs and benefits 

over a long outlook period.  

Where the capital components of the credible options have asset lives extending beyond the end of the 

assessment period, the NPV modelling includes a terminal value to capture the remaining asset life. This 

ensures that the capital cost of long-lived options over the assessment period is appropriately captured, 

and that all options have their costs and benefits assessed over a consistent period, irrespective of option 

type, technology or asset life. The terminal values have been calculated based on the undepreciated value 

of capital costs at the end of the analysis period and expected operating and maintenance cost for the 

remaining asset life. As a conservative assumption, we have effectively assumed that there are no 

additional cost and benefits after the analysis and period. 

A real, pre-tax discount rate of 5.50 per cent has been adopted for the NPV analysis presented in this 

PSCR, consistent with the assumptions adopted in the 2021 IASR.19  

 
18  The AER RIT-T Guidelines state that the base case is where the RIT–T proponent does not implement a credible option to 

meet the identified need, but rather continues its 'BAU activities'. The AER define 'BAU activities' as ongoing, economically 
prudent activities that occur in the absence of a credible option being implemented. (See: AER, Application guidelines 
Regulatory Investment Test for Transmission, August 2020)    

19  AEMO, 2021 Inputs Assumptions and Scenarios Report – Final Report, July 2021. 
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The RIT-T requires that sensitivity testing be conducted on the discount rate and that the regulated 

weighted average cost of capital (WACC) be used as the lower bound. We have therefore tested the 

sensitivity of the results to a lower bound discount rate of 2.30 per cent.20 We have also conducted a 

sensitivity analysis using an upper bound discount rate of 7.50 per cent (i.e., the upper bound proposed for 

the 2022 ISP).21  

6.3   Approach to estimating option costs 

We have estimated the capital and operating costs of the options based on the scope of works necessary 

together with costing experience from previous projects of a similar nature.  

The cost estimates are developed using our ‘MTWO’ cost estimating system. This system utilises historical 

average costs, updated by the costs of the most recently implemented project with similar scope. All 

estimates in MTWO are developed to deliver a ‘P50’ portfolio value for a total program of works (i.e., there 

is an equal likelihood of over- or under-spending the estimate total).22 

We estimate that the actual cost is within +/- 25 per cent of the central capital cost. An accuracy of +/-25 

per cent is consistent with industry best practice and aligns with the accuracy range of a ‘Class 4’ estimate, 

as defined in the Association for the Cost Engineering classification system. 

Routine operating and maintenance costs are based on works of similar nature. Given that there is an 

incremental routine operating and maintenance costs saving in the options compared to the base case, this 

is a net benefit in the assessment. 

6.4 Value of customer reliability  

We have applied a NSW-wide VCR value based on the estimates developed and consulted on by the 

AER.23 The options considered involve the replacement of circuit breakers across our network. As a result, 

we consider that a state-wide VCR is likely to reflect the weighted mix of customers that will be affected by 

these options.  

6.5 Three different scenarios have been modelled to address uncertainty 

The RIT-T must include any of the ISP scenarios from the most recent IASR that are relevant unless:24 

• the RIT–T proponent demonstrates why it is necessary to vary, omit or add a reasonable scenario to 

what was in the most recent IASR, and  

• the new or varied reasonable scenarios are consistent with the requirements for reasonable scenarios 

set out in the RIT–T instrument.  

 
20  This is equal to WACC (pre-tax, real) in the latest final decision for a transmission business in the NEM, see: 

https://www.aer.gov.au/networks-pipelines/determinations-access-arrangements/powerlink-determination-
2022%E2%80%9327/final-decision 

21 The 2022 ISP used developed using inputs from the 2020-21 IASR (see: AEMO July 2021 2021 Inputs, Assumptions and 
Scenarios Report). 

22  For further detail on our cost estimating approach refer to section 6 of our Repex Overview Paper submitted with our 
2023-28 Revenue Proposal. 

23  AER, Values of Customer Reliability, Final report on VCR values, December 2019. Escalated to December 2021 values. 
24  AER, Regulatory investment test for transmission, August 2020, clause 20(b). 

https://www.aer.gov.au/networks-pipelines/determinations-access-arrangements/powerlink-determination-2022%E2%80%9327/final-decision
https://www.aer.gov.au/networks-pipelines/determinations-access-arrangements/powerlink-determination-2022%E2%80%9327/final-decision
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/major-publications/isp/2021/2021-inputs-assumptions-and-scenarios-report.pdf?la=en
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/major-publications/isp/2021/2021-inputs-assumptions-and-scenarios-report.pdf?la=en
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Transgrid%20-%20Repex%20Overview%20Paper%20-%2031%20Jan%202022%20-%20PUBLIC.pdf
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The AER’s RIT-T Guidelines clarifies that the number and choice of reasonable scenarios must be 

appropriate to the credible options under consideration, and that the choice of reasonable scenarios must 

reflect any variables or parameters that are likely to affect the ranking or sign of the net benefit of any 

credible option.25 

For the purposes of this RIT-T, we consider that the ISP scenarios are not relevant. The key input 

parameter that is likely to affect the ranking or sign of the net market benefits of the credible options is the 

probability of failure and consequence of failure of the identified circuit breakers. This probability and 

consequence is assessed by reference to the age and condition of the asset under consideration, and is 

independent from the assumptions underpinning the ISP scenarios. It follows that adopting the ISP 

scenarios would not be consistent with adopting scenarios that reflect parameters that could reasonably 

change the ranking or sign of the net market benefits of the credible options. 

In line with the RIT-T Guidelines, we have constructed reasonable alternative scenarios. To do this, we 

developed a Central Scenario which reflects our best estimate of each of the modelling parameters, 

including the asset risk (probability of failure and consequence of failure), expected unserved energy, and 

capital and operating costs. We developed the Central Scenario around a static model of demand 

scenarios, described further in our Section A.3 of our Network Asset Criticality Framework. We consider 

that this approach is appropriate since it materially reduces the computational effort required, and since 

differences in demand forecasts will not materially affect the ranking of the credible options. 

As indicated above, we consider that the key input parameter that is likely to affect the ranking or sign of 

the net market benefits of the credible options is the asset failure risk of the identified circuit breakers. We 

do not consider that variations in other parameters of the Central Scenario are likely to affect the outcome 

of the RIT-T. In view of this, we have developed additional reasonable scenarios that reflect variations in 

asset failure risk while holding other parameters the same as the Central Scenario.  

Specifically, we have developed the following additional scenarios: 

• A High Risk Cost Scenario, where the asset failure risk is 25% higher than in the Central Scenario. 

This higher risk would be expected to increase the frequency and duration of outages, and safety, 

environmental and financial risk costs, in the base case (as compared with the Central Scenario). We 

have modelled this scenario by increasing our estimate of gross benefits associated with avoided 

unserved energy and risk costs in this scenario by 25%. 

• A Low Risk Cost Scenario, where the asset failure risk is 25% lower than in the Central Scenario. 

This lower failure risk would be expected to reduce the frequency and duration of outages, and safety, 

environmental and financial risk costs, in the base case (as compared with the Central Scenario). We 

have modelled this scenario by reducing our estimate of gross benefits associated with avoided 

unserved energy and risk costs in this scenario by 25%. 

The NPV results in this PSCR are reported for each scenario, as well as on a weighted basis. As we have 

no evidence or rationale for assigning a higher probability for one reasonable scenario over another, we 

have weighted each reasonable scenario equally.26 

A summary of the key variables in each scenario is provided in the table below.  

 
25  AER, Regulatory investment test for transmission: Application guidelines, August 2020, p.41. 
26  As per: AER, Regulatory investment test for transmission: Application guidelines, August 2020, p.50. 

https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Transgrid%20-%20Network%20Asset%20Criticality%20Framework%20-%2016%20Nov%202021%20-%20Public.pdf
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Table 6-1 Summary of scenarios 

Variable / Scenario Central Low asset failure 
risk scenario 

High asset failure 
risk scenario 

Scenario weighting 1/3 1/3 1/3 

Discount rate 5.50% 5.50% 5.50% 

VCR ($2021-22) $46.86/kWh $46.86/kWh $46.86/kWh 

Network capital costs Base estimate Base estimate Base estimate 

Avoided unserved energy Base estimate Base estimate - 25% Base estimate + 25% 

Safety, environmental and 
financial risk benefit 

Base estimate Base estimate - 25% Base estimate + 25% 

Avoided routine operating and 
maintenance costs 

Base estimate Base estimate Base estimate 
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7. Assessment of credible options 

This section outlines the assessment we have undertaken of the credible options. The assessment 

compares the costs and benefits of the option to the base case. The benefits of each credible option are 

represented by reduction in costs or risks compared to the base case.  

7.1 Estimated gross benefits  

The table below summarises the present value of the gross benefit estimates for each credible option 

relative to the base case. The results have been presented separately for each reasonable scenario, and 

on a weighted basis.  

The benefits included in this assessment are: 

• avoided involuntary load shedding;  

• reduction in safety, environmental and financial risks; and 

• avoided routine operating and maintenance costs. 

Table 7-1: NPV of gross economic benefits relative to the base case ($2021/22 m) 

Option Central Low risk costs 
scenario 

High risk costs 
scenario 

Weighted scenario 

Scenario weighting 33% 33% 33%  

Option 1 234.83   177.12  292.54  243.83  

Option 2 287.62   216.71   358.52  287.62  

 

The results show that under all four scenarios, the estimated gross benefits are higher for Option 2 than 

Option 1 (in NPV terms). On a weighted basis, the estimated gross benefit for Option 2 is approximately 

$259m, which is $53m or 22% higher than Option 1 ($2021/22m). 

7.2 Estimated costs  

The table below summarises the present value of capital costs of each credible option relative to the base 

case. The results have been presented separately for each reasonable scenario, and on a weighted basis. 

Table 7-2: NPV of capital relative to the base case ($2021/22 m)  

Option Central Low risk costs 
scenario 

High risk costs 
scenario 

Weighted scenario 

Scenario weighting 33% 33% 33%  

Option 1 26.13  26.13  26.13  26.13  

Option 2 33.60  33.60  33.60  33.60  

 

The results show that the estimated cost of implementing Option 2 is higher than Option 1 (in NPV terms). 

This is due to the higher unit cost of purchasing and installing a DTCB under Option 2.  
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7.3 Estimated net economic benefits   

The net economic benefits calculated as the estimated gross benefits less the estimated costs plus the 

terminal value. The table below summarises the present value of the net economic benefits for each 

credible option relative to the base case. The results have been presented separately for each reasonable 

scenario, and on a weighted basis. The table also shows a ranking of the options, where options with a 

higher net economic benefit under the weighted scenario are accorded a higher rank. 

Table 7-3: NPV of net economic benefits relative to the base case ($2021/22 m)  

Option Central Low risk 
costs 

scenario 

High risk 
costs 

scenario 

Weighted 
scenario 

Ranking 

Scenario weighting 33% 33% 33%   

Option 1  217.10 159.39  274.81  217.10  2  

Option 2 264.82  193.92 335.73 264.82  1  

Figure 7-1 NPV of net economic benefits ($2021/22 m) 

 

Overall, the results show that Option 2 is ranked higher than Option 1 in every scenario. 

7.4 Sensitivity testing  

We have considered the robustness of the RIT-T assessment by undertaking a range of sensitivity testing. 

The purpose of this testing is to examine how the net economic benefit of the credible options changes with 

respect to changes in key modelling assumptions. The factors tested as part of the sensitivity analysis for 

this PSCR are: 

• Optimal timing of the project 

• Scenario weights 

• Higher or lower VCRs  

• Higher or lower network capital costs of the credible options 

• Alternate commercial discount rate assumptions. 
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The sensitivity testing was undertaken as against the central scenario. Specifically, we individually varied 

each factor identified above and estimated the net economic benefit in that scenario relative to the base 

case while holding all other assumptions under the central scenario constant. The results of the sensitivity 

tests are set out in the sections below. 

In addition, we have also sought to identify the ‘boundary value’ for key variables beyond which the 

outcome of the analysis would change. 

7.4.1 Optimal timing of the project 

We have estimated the optimal timing for the preferred option. The optimal timing of an investment is the 

year when the annual benefits (avoided risk costs) from implementing the option become greater than the 

annualised investment costs. The analysis was undertaken under the central set of assumptions and a 

range of alternative assumptions for key variables. The purpose of the analysis is to examine the sensitivity 

of the commissioning year to changes in the underlying assumptions.  

The sensitivities we considered are: 

• a 25% increase / decrease in capital costs 

• a 25% increase / decrease in demand 

• a lower discount rate of 2.3% and a higher discount rate of 7.5% 

• a 30% increase / decrease in the VCR 

• a 25% increase / decrease in safety, environmental and financial risk costs 

 

The results of this analysis are presented in the figure below. In most cases, the optimal timing for the 

preferred option is 2024/25. In the case where capital costs are assumed to be low (75% of the central 

estimate), the optimal timing for the preferred option is brought earlier by one year to 2023/24.  

Please note that the figure below shows the optimal year to commission the entire replacement program 

(as a whole). Given the scale of the investment and limitations on resources, the replacement of individual 

circuit breakers will be undertaken over a five-year period ranging from 2023/24 to 2027/28. 

Figure 7-2 Distribution of optimal timing under a range of different key assumptions 
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7.4.2 Scenario weights 

We have estimated that Option 2 is preferred under all three reasonable scenarios. As such, there is no 

alternative scenario weights that will change the RIT-T outcome (i.e., lead to the identification of a different 

preferred option, or no preferred option). 

7.4.3 Sensitivity analysis on the VCR 

We estimated the net economic benefit of each option by adopting a VCR that is 30% higher (the ‘High 

VCR’ scenario) and 30% lower (the ‘Low VCR’ scenario) than the estimate of VCR adopted in our central 

scenario. The results of this analysis are presented in the table and figure below. 

Table 7-4: NPV of net economic benefits relative to the base case under a lower and higher VCR ($2021/22 m)   

Option/scenario Low VCR High VCR Ranking 

Sensitivity Central estimate - 30% Central estimate + 30%  

Option 1 152.94 281.26 2 

Option 2 187.04 342.61 1 

 

Figure 7-3 NPV of net economic benefits relative to the base case under a lower and higher VCR ($2021/22 m)  

 

7.4.4 Sensitivity analysis on network capital costs 

We estimated the net economic benefit of each option by adopting capital costs for each option that are 

25% higher (the ‘High capex’ scenario) and 25% lower (the ‘Low capex’ scenario) than the capital cost 

estimates in our central scenario. The results of this analysis are presented in the table and figure below. 
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Table 7-5: NPV of net economic benefits relative to the base case under lower and higher capital costs ($2021/22 m) 

Option/scenario Low capex High capex Ranking 

Sensitivity Central estimate - 25% Central estimate + 25%  

Option 1 223.63 210.57 2 

Option 2 273.22 256.42 1 

 

Figure 7-4: NPV of net economic benefits relative to the base case under lower and higher capital costs ($2021/22 m) 

 

We have also undertaken a threshold analysis to identify whether a change in capital cost estimates would 

change the RIT-T outcome. Specifically, we considered whether an increase or decrease in the capital 

costs of one option (while holding the capital costs of the other options constant) would change the RIT-T 

outcome. Our findings show that Option 2’s capex would need to increase by more than 142.04% of its 

current baseline capex estimates in order to change the RIT-T outcome i.e., for Option 2’s NPV net 

economic benefit to be less than Option 1's. Such a change in capital costs is outside the expected range 

of costs and, as such, this result of Option 2 being the preferred options is robust to reasonable capital cost 

sensitivities. 

7.4.5 Sensitivity on the discount rate 

The table and figure below set out the net economic benefits estimated for each credible option relative to 

the base case by adopting alternative discount rates. Specifically, we considered a low discount rate of 

2.3% which is consistent with the AER’s latest final determination for a TNSP (the ‘Low discount rate’ 

scenario),27 and a high discount rate of 7.5% which aligns with the high discount rate scenario in the 2022 

IASR (the ‘High discount rate’ scenario).28 

 
27  The lower bound discount rate is based on the WACC (pre-tax, real) in the most recent final decision for a TNSP revenue 

determination which was Powerlink in April 2022.  
28  AEMO July 2021 2021 Inputs, Assumptions and Scenarios Report 

https://www.aer.gov.au/networks-pipelines/determinations-access-arrangements/powerlink-determination-2022%E2%80%9327/final-decision
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/major-publications/isp/2021/2021-inputs-assumptions-and-scenarios-report.pdf?la=en
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Table 7-6: NPV of net economic benefits relative to the base case under a lower and higher discount rates ($2021/22 m) 

Option/scenario Low discount rate High discount rate Ranking 

Sensitivity 2.3% 7.5%  

Option 1 338.73 166.54 2 

Option 2 412.95 203.23 1 

 

Figure 7-5 Net economic benefits relative to the base case under a lower and higher discount rates ($2021/22 m) 

 

We have also undertaken a threshold analysis to identify whether a change in the discount rate would 

change the RIT-T outcome. Our approach involved solving for the discount rate that would result in Option 

2 not being the preferred option. Our results suggest that there is no reasonable discount rate that would 

change the RIT-T outcome. 
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8. Draft conclusion and exemption from preparing a PADR 

This PSCR finds that implementation of Option 2 is the preferred option at this draft stage of the RIT-T 

process. Under Option 2, 55 of the 122 identified circuit breakers will be replaced with a DTCB. For these 

circuit breakers, the associated current transformers will reach the end of their technical life by 2027/28. 

The remaining 67 of the 122 identified circuit breakers will be replaced with a LHCB. For these circuit 

breakers, either replacement with a DTCB is not technically feasible, there is no associated current 

transformer, or the current transfer has substantial remaining life.  

The capital cost of this option is approximately $41.50 million (in $2021-22). The work will be undertaken 

over a five-year period with all works expected to be completed by 2027/28. Routine operating and 

maintenance costs are estimated at approximately $0.16 million per annum (in $2021/22). 

Subject to the identification of additional credible options during the consultation period, publication of a 

Project Assessment Draft Report (PADR) is not required for this RIT-T as we consider that the conditions in 

clause 5.16.4(z1) of the NER exempting RIT-T proponents from providing a PADR have been met. 

Specifically, production of a PADR is not required because:  

• the estimated capital cost of the preferred option is less than $46 million;29 

• we have identified in this PSCR our preferred option and the reasons for that option, and noted that we 

will be exempt from publishing the PADR for our preferred option; and 

• we consider that the preferred option and any other credible options do not have a material market 

benefit (other than benefits associated with changes in voluntary load curtailment and involuntary load 

shedding). 

If an additional credible option that could deliver a material market benefit is identified during the 

consultation period, then we will produce a PADR that includes an NPV assessment of the net economic 

benefit of each additional credible option.  

If no additional credible options with material market benefits are identified during the consultation period, 

then the next step in this RIT-T will be the publication of a PACR that addresses all submissions received, 

including any issues in relation to the proposed preferred option raised during the consultation period.30 

 

 

  

 
29  Varied from $43m to $46m based on the AER Final Determination: Cost threshold review, November 2021. 
30  In accordance with NER clause 5.16.4(z2). 

https://www.aer.gov.au/networks-pipelines/guidelines-schemes-models-reviews/cost-thresholds-review-for-the-regulatory-investment-tests-2021
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Appendix A Compliance checklist 

This appendix sets out a checklist which demonstrates the compliance of this PSCR with the requirements 

of the National Electricity Rules version 199.  

Rules 
clause 

Summary of requirements 
Relevant 
section 

5.16.4 (b) 

A RIT-T proponent must prepare a report (the project specification consultation 
report), which must include: 

– 

(1) a description of the identified need; 2 

(2) the assumptions used in identifying the identified need (including, in the case 
of proposed reliability corrective action, why the RIT-T proponent considers 
reliability corrective action is necessary); 

2 

(3) the technical characteristics of the identified need that a non-network option 
would be required to deliver, such as: 

(i) the size of load reduction of additional supply;  

(ii) location; and 

(iii) operating profile; 

4 

(4) if applicable, reference to any discussion on the description of the identified 
need or the credible options in respect of that identified need in the most 
recent National Transmission Network Development Plan; 

NA 

(5) a description of all credible options of which the RIT-T proponent is aware 
that address the identified need, which may include, without limitation, 
alterative transmission options, interconnectors, generation, demand side 
management, market network services or other network options; 

3 

(6) for each credible option identified in accordance with subparagraph (5), 
information about:  

(i) the technical characteristics of the credible option;  

(ii) whether the credible option is reasonably likely to have a material 
inter-network impact;  

(iii) the classes of market benefits that the RIT-T proponent considers are 
likely not to be material in accordance with clause 5.16.1(c)(6), 
together with reasons of why the RIT-T proponent considers that 
these classes of market benefit are not likely to be material;  

(iv) the estimated construction timetable and commissioning date; and  

(v) to the extent practicable, the total indicative capital and operating and 
maintenance costs. 

 

3 & 5 
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5.16.4(z1) 

A RIT-T proponent is exempt from [preparing a PADR] (paragraphs (j) to (s)) if:  

1. the estimated capital cost of the proposed preferred option is less than $35 
million31 (as varied in accordance with a cost threshold determination); 

2. the relevant Network Service Provider has identified in its project specification 
consultation report: (i) its proposed preferred option; (ii) its reasons for the 
proposed preferred option; and (iii) that its RIT-T project has the benefit of this 
exemption;  

3. the RIT-T proponent considers, in accordance with clause 5.16.1(c)(6), that 
the proposed preferred option and any other credible option in respect of the 
identified need will not have a material market benefit for the classes of 
market benefit specified in clause 5.16.1(c)(4) except those classes specified 
in clauses 5.16.1(c)(4)(ii) and (iii), and has stated this in its project 
specification consultation report; and  

4. the RIT-T proponent forms the view that no submissions were received on the 
project specification consultation report which identified additional credible 
options that could deliver a material market benefit. 

8 

 

  

 
31  Varied to $46m based on the AER Final Determination: Cost threshold review November 2021.  

https://www.aer.gov.au/networks-pipelines/guidelines-schemes-models-reviews/cost-thresholds-review-for-the-regulatory-investment-tests-2021
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Appendix B Risk assessment framework 

Summary of methodology 

This appendix summarises our network risk assessment methodology that underpins the identified need for 

this RIT-T. Our risk assessment methodology is aligned with the AER’s Asset Replacement Planning 

guideline.32 

A fundamental part of the risk assessment methodology is calculating the annual ‘risk costs’ or the 

monetised impacts of reliability, safety, bushfire, environmental and financial risks. The monetary value of 

risk (per year) for an individual asset failure resulting in an undesired outcome, is the likelihood (probability) 

of failure (in that year with respect to its age), as determined through modelling the failure behaviour of an 

asset (Asset Health), multiplied by the consequence (cost of the impact) of the undesired outcome 

occurring, as determined through the consequence analysis (Asset Criticality). Figure B-1 illustrates the 

base risk equation that we apply. 

Figure B-1 Risk cost calculation 
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32  Industry practice application note - Asset replacement planning, AER January 2019 

https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/D19-2978%20-%20AER%20-Industry%20practice%20application%20note%20Asset%20replacement%20planning%20-%2025%20January%202019.pdf
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Economic justification for replacement expenditure to address an identified need is provided where the risk 

reduction benefit (i.e., the value of avoided risks and costs) is greater that the costs of the project or 

program. The major quantified risks we apply for replacement expenditure justifications include asset 

failures that materialise as: 

• Bushfire risk 

• Safety risk 

• Environmental risk 

• Reliability risk, and 

• Financial risk. 

The risk categories relevant to this RIT-T are explained in Section 2.3. 

Further details are available in our Network Asset Risk Assessment Methodology. 

Asset health and probability of failure 

The Probability of Failure (PoF) is the likelihood that an asset will fail during a given period resulting in a 

particular adverse event. The first step in calculating the probability of failure of an asset is determining the 

Asset Health and associated effective age.33 This is based on the following considerations: 

• An asset consists of different components, each with a particular function, criticality, underlying 

reliability, life expectancy and remaining life. The overall health of an asset is a compound function of 

all of these attributes. 

• Key asset condition measures and failure data provides vital information on the current health of an 

asset. The ‘current effective age’ is derived from asset information and condition data. 

• The future health of an asset (health forecasting) is a function of its current health and any factors 

causing accelerated (or decelerated) degradation or ‘age shifting’ of one or more of its components. 

Such moderating factors can represent the cumulative effects arising from continual or discrete 

exposure to unusual internal stresses, external stresses, overloads and faults. ‘Future effective age’ is 

derived by moderating ‘current effective age’ based on factors such as external environment/influence, 

expected stress events and operating/loading condition.  

The outputs of the PoF calculation are one or more probability of failure time series which provide a 

mapping between the effective age, discussed above, and the yearly probability of failure value for a given 

asset class. This analysis is performed by generating statistical failure curves, normally using Weibull 

analysis, to determine a PoF time series set for each asset that gives a probability of failure for each further 

year of asset life. This establishes how likely it is that the asset will fail over time. 

The Weibull parameters which represent the PoF curve for assets considered in this RIT-T are summarised 

in the table below.  

Further details are available in our Network Asset Health Methodology. 

 
33  Apparent age of an asset based on its condition. 

https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Transgrid%20-%20Network%20Asset%20Risk%20Assessment%20Methodology%20-%2016%20Nov%202021%20-%20PUBLIC.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Transgrid%20-%20Network%20Asset%20Health%20Framework%20-%2025%20Nov%202021%20-%20PUBLIC.pdf
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Table C. 1 Weibull parameters for assets 

Asset  Weibull parameters 

η β 

Circuit breakers 47.76 4.3 

Oil CTs 50 3.08 

Asset criticality  

Asset criticality is the relative risk of the consequences of an undesired outcome. Asset criticality considers 

the severity of the consequences of the asset failure occurring and the likelihood the consequence will 

eventuate. Our approach to determining these factors for each relevant risk category is set out in our 

Network Asset Criticality Framework. The analysis leverages data from past events, relevant research / 

publications and technical insights, to determine an economic value of the impact.  
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Appendix C Circuit breakers identified for replacement 

The table below details the circuit breakers identified by this need and the proposed replacement approach 

under the preferred solution (Option 2). 

Substation Name Circuit breaker Option 2 Replacement  

DAPTO 330KV SS NO1 TRANSFORMER 132KV A BUS CB BAY Live Tank 132kV 50kA 

DAPTO 330KV SS NO3 TRANSFORMER 132KV A BUS CB BAY Live Tank 132kV 50kA 

DAPTO 330KV SS NO3 TRANSFORMER 132KV B BUS CB BAY Dead Tank 132kV 50kA 

DAPTO 330KV SS NO4 TRANSFORMER 132KV A BUS CB BAY Live Tank 132kV 50kA 

DAPTO 330KV SS NO4 TRANSFORMER 132KV B BUS CB BAY Dead Tank 132kV 50kA 

DAPTO 330KV SS 98W MT TERRY 132KV FEEDER Live Tank 132kV 50kA 

DAPTO 330KV SS 982 SPRINGHILL 132KV FEEDER Live Tank 132kV 50kA 

DAPTO 330KV SS 988 FAIRFAX LANE TEE 132KV FEEDER Live Tank 132kV 50kA 

DAPTO 330KV SS 984 TALLAWARRA 132KV FEEDER Dead Tank 132kV 50kA 

REGENTVILLE SS 238 PENRITH 132KV FEEDER Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

REGENTVILLE SS 232 GLENMORE PARK 132KV FEEDER Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

REGENTVILLE SS NO1 BUS COUPLER 132KV BAY Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

SYDNEY EAST SS NO7 TRANSFORMER 132KV CB BAY Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

SYDNEY SOUTH SS NO5 TRANSFORMER 330KV CB BAY Dead Tank 330kV 50kA 

SYDNEY SOUTH SS 13 KEMPS CREEK 330KV B BUS CB BAY Live Tank 330kV 50kA 

SYDNEY SOUTH SS 12 LIVERPOOL 330KV A BUS CB BAY Live Tank 330kV 50kA 

SYDNEY SOUTH SS 12 LIVERPOOL 330KV B BUS CB BAY Live Tank 330kV 50kA 

SYDNEY SOUTH SS 914 BANKSTOWN 132KV FEEDER BAY Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

SYDNEY WEST SS NO2 TRANSFORMER 330KV CB BAY Live Tank 330kV 50kA 

SYDNEY WEST SS NO3 TRANSFORMER 330KV CB BAY Live Tank 330kV 50kA 

SYDNEY WEST SS 1C HOLROYD 330KV B BUS CB BAY Live Tank 330kV 50kA 

SYDNEY WEST SS 32 BAYSWATER 330KV B BUS CB BAY Live Tank 330kV 50kA 

SYDNEY WEST SS 26 MUNMORAH 330KV A BUS CB Live Tank 330kV 50kA 

SYDNEY WEST SS 38 REGENTVILLE 330KV FEEDER BAY Live Tank 330kV 50kA 

SYDNEY WEST SS NO3 TRANSFORMER 132KV B BUS CB BAY Dead Tank 132kV 50kA 

SYDNEY WEST SS 93U ABBOTSBURY 132KV FEEDER BAY Live Tank 132kV 50kA 

SYDNEY WEST SS 9J2 BLACKTOWN 132KV FEEDER BAY Live Tank 132kV 50kA 

SYDNEY WEST SS 9J1 BLACKTOWN 132KV FEEDER BAY Live Tank 132kV 50kA 

SYDNEY WEST SS B1-2 132KV BUS SECTION Dead Tank 132kV 50kA 

VINEYARD 330 SS 25 ERARING 330KV A BUS CB BAY Dead Tank 330kV 50kA 

VINEYARD 330 SS 29 SYDNEY WEST 330KV C BUS CB BAY Dead Tank 330kV 50kA 

VINEYARD 330 SS 25 ERARING 330KV B BUS CB BAY Dead Tank 330kV 50kA 

VINEYARD 330 SS NO2 TRANSFORMER 132KV CB BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

VINEYARD 330 SS 227 HAWKESBURY 132KV FDR BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

VINEYARD 330 SS NO1 BUS COUPLER 132KV BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 
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Substation Name Circuit breaker Option 2 Replacement  

VINEYARD 330 SS 234 HAWKESBURY 132KV FDR BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

FORBES SS 94U PARKES 132 - 132KV FEEDER BAY Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

FORBES SS 896 WEST JEMALONG 66KV CB BAY Live Tank 66kV 40kA 

MT PIPER 500 SS NO3 TRANSFORMER 132KV CB BAY/94Y FDR Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

PARKES 132kV SS NO2 TRANSFORMER 132KV CB BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

PARKES 132kV SS 94U FORBES 132KV FEEDER BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

PARKES 132kV SS 94K WELLINGTON TEE WELLINGTON WEST 132KV Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

PARKES 132kV SS NO2 TRANSFORMER 66KV CB BAY Dead Tank 66kV 40kA 

PARKES 132kV SS 898 TRUNDLE 66KV FEEDER BAY Dead Tank 66kV 40kA 

WELLINGTON SS 94B BERYL 132KV FEEDER BAY Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

WELLINGTON SS A1-2 132KV BUS SECTION CB Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

WELLINGTON SS 9GY DUBBO SOUTH 132KV FEEDER BAY Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

WELLINGTON SS 947 ORANGE NORTH TEE B'DONG 132 FDR BAY Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

NEWCASTLE 330SS NO1 TRANSFORMER 132KV A BUS CB BAY Live Tank 132kV 50kA 

NEWCASTLE 330SS 96Z MARYLAND 132KV FEEDER Live Tank 132kV 50kA 

NEWCASTLE 330SS NO1-2 132KV B BUS SECTION Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

NEWCASTLE 330SS 9NA BERESFIELD 132KV FEEDER Live Tank 132kV 50kA 

PT MACQ 132 SS NO2 TRANSFORMER 132KV CB BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

PT MACQ 132 SS 96G KEMPSEY 132KV FEEDER Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

WARATAH WEST SS NO 3 TRANSFORMER 132KV A CIRCUIT BREAKER Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

WARATAH WEST SS NO 3 TRANSFORMER 132KV B CIRCUIT BREAKER Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

WARATAH WEST SS 96Y MAYFIELD WEST 132KV FEEDER Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

WARATAH WEST SS 962 TOMAGO 132 SS - 132KV FEEDER Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

WARATAH WEST SS 96X KOORAGANG 132KV FEEDER Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

WARATAH WEST SS 95N NEWCASTLE 132KV A BUS CB BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

WARATAH WEST SS 95N NEWCASTLE 132KV B BUS CB BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

ARMIDALE 330 SS NO1 132KV CAPACITOR Live Tank 132kV 40kA POW 

COFFS HARBR SS NO4 132KV CAPACITOR Dead Tank 132kV 40kA POW 

GUNNEDAH SS NO1 TRANSFORMER 132KV CB BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

GUNNEDAH SS NO2 TRANSFORMER 132KV CB BAY Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

GUNNEDAH SS 969 TAMWORTH 132KV FEEDER Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

GUNNEDAH SS 9U3 BOGGABRI EAST TEE GUNNEDAH EAST 132 Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

GUNNEDAH SS NO1 TRANSFORMER 66KV CB BAY Dead Tank 66kV 40kA 

GUNNEDAH SS NO2 TRANSFORMER 66KV CB BAY Dead Tank 66kV 40kA 

GUNNEDAH SS 88K GUNNEDAH 66 SS - 66KV FEEDER Live Tank 66kV 40kA 

GUNNEDAH SS NO2 66KV BUS SECTION Live Tank 66kV 40kA 

GUNNEDAH SS 88L GUNNEDAH 66 SS - 66KV FEEDER Live Tank 66kV 40kA 

GUNNEDAH SS 877 KEEPIT PS 66KV FEEDER Dead Tank 66kV 40kA 

INVERELL SS 9U2 MOREE 132KV CB BAY Live Tank 132kV 40kA 
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Substation Name Circuit breaker Option 2 Replacement  

INVERELL SS 96N ARMIDALE 330 - 132KV CB BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

INVERELL SS NO1 TRANSFORMER 66KV CB BAY Dead Tank 66kV 40kA 

INVERELL SS 733 GLEN INNES 66 - 66KV FEEDER Dead Tank 66kV 40kA 

INVERELL SS 734 INVERELL 66 - 66KV FEEDER Dead Tank 66kV 40kA 

LISMORE 330 SS NO1 TRANSFORMER 132KV CB BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

LISMORE 330 SS NO2 TRANSFORMER 132KV CB BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

LISMORE 330 SS 967 KOOLKHAN 132KV FEEDER Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

LISMORE 330 SS 9U9 LISMORE 132KV FEEDER Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

LISMORE 330 SS NO2 132KV CAPACITOR Dead Tank 132kV 40kA POW 

LISMORE 330 SS 96L TENTERFIELD 132KV FEEDER Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

MOREE SS 721 MOREE 66KV FEEDER Live Tank 66kV 40kA 

MOREE SS 722 MOREE 66KV FEEDER Live Tank 66kV 40kA 

TENTERFIELD 132 NO1 TRANSFORMER 22KV CB BAY Live Tank 33kV 40kA 

TENTERFIELD 132 NO3 (TIMBARRA MINE) 22KV CB BAY Live Tank 33kV 40kA 

TENTERFIELD 132 NO4 (TSC 22/11KV SS) 22KV CB BAY Live Tank 33kV 40kA 

TENTERFIELD 132 NO6 (TENTERFIELD TOWN) 22KV CB BAY Live Tank 33kV 40kA 

ALBURY 132 KV NO2-3 132KV BUS SECTION Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

BROKEN HILL SS X2 BURONGA 220KV NO.1 REACTOR BAY Live Tank 220kV 50kA POW 

BROKEN HILL SS X2 BURONGA 220KV NO.2 REACTOR BAY Live Tank 220kV 50kA POW 

BROKEN HILL SS X4 BROKEN HILL MINES 220KV CB BAY Live Tank 220kV 50kA 

BURONGA 220 SS X2 BROKEN HILL 220KV CB BAY Live Tank 220kV 50kA 

BURONGA 220 SS X2 BROKEN HILL 220KV REACTOR BAY Live Tank 220kV 50kA POW 

BURONGA 220 SS X3 BALRANDALD 220KV CB BAY Live Tank 330kV 50kA 

BURONGA 220 SS 0X1 RED CLIFFS 220KV CB BAY Live Tank 330kV 50kA 

DENILIQUIN SS 99L COLEAMBALLY 132 - 132KV FEEDER Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

DARLINGTON P SS NO1 TRANSFORMER 132KV A BUS CB BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

DARLINGTON P SS NO2 TRANSFORMER 132KV B BUS CB BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

DARLINGTON P SS 99T/1 COLEAMBALLY 132KV FEEDER Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

DARLINGTON P SS 99R HAY CB BAY Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

DARLINGTON P SS 99K GRIFFITH 132KV FEEDER Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

FINLEY 132kV SS NO1 TRANSFORMER 132KV CB BAY Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

FINLEY 132kV SS 84B FINLEY 66KV FEEDER Dead Tank 66kV 40kA 

GRIFFITH 132KV NO2 TRANSFORMER 132KV CB BAY Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

GRIFFITH 132KV 79F YENDA 33KV FEEDER Dead Tank 33kV 40kA 

GRIFFITH 132KV 79L BEELBANGERA 33KV FEEDER Dead Tank 33kV 40kA 

GRIFFITH 132KV 79R THARBOGANG 33KV BAY Dead Tank 33kV 40kA 

GRIFFITH 132KV NO2-3 33KV BUS SECTION Dead Tank 33kV 40kA 

MURRAY 330 SWS M13 Murray2 330kV B Bus CB Bay(Un.13-14) Live Tank 330kV 50kA 

MURRAY 330 SWS M1 Murray1 330kV A Bus CB Bay(Units 1-2) Live Tank 330kV 50kA 
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Substation Name Circuit breaker Option 2 Replacement  

MURRAY 330 SWS M3 Murray1 330kV B Bus CB Bay (Units 3-4) Live Tank 330kV 50kA 

MURRAY 330 SWS M5 Murray1 330kV B Bus CB Bay (Units 5-6) Live Tank 330kV 50kA 

MURRAY 330 SWS M7 Murray1 330kV A Bus CB Bay (Units 7-8) Live Tank 330kV 50kA 

WAGGA 330KV SS 132KV "A" BUS SECTION 1-2 Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

MUNYANG 132KV NO1 TRANSFORMER 132KV CB BAY Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

MUNYANG 132KV NO2 TRANSFORMER 132KV CB BAY Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

MUNYANG 132KV 97K COOMA TEE 132KV FEEDER Live Tank 132kV 40kA 

MARULAN 330KV 972 GOULBURN 132KV FEEDER Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

MARULAN 330KV 98C FAIRFAX LANE 132KV FEEDER Dead Tank 132kV 40kA 

 

 

 


